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Salutations!  
 

We are once again pleased to present you with our latest Dev Diary! While we 
haven’t published a dev diary in a while, that isn’t for lack of progress. We’ve 
completed a bunch of background work that, while mostly lacking pretty visuals, 
has laid a foundation for the game. First, we shall look at the prime focus of this 
Dev Diary: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

User Interface (UI) 

Victoria II’s UI is a messy mix of customisable GUI and GFX text files and hard-
coded backend behaviour. It is very complex, requiring a lot of work to interpret 
and convert into UI elements on your screen, and very restrictive, with hardcoded 
constraints on what can be added or removed.  

 

Nevertheless, many mods include UI changes, for example HPM’s political/social 
reforms menu and TGC’s extra province building slot. In keeping with our goal 
to support any mod that Victoria II supports, we have implemented full GUI and 
GFX file loading and conversion to Godot UI scenes. 
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In these screenshots you can see two Victoria II UI panels loaded into OpenVic: 

 

· the province overview panel, with a significant portion of its behaviour 
script implemented, including names, terrain image, liferating bar,                  
controller flag, RGO and crime icons, total population, POP type and             
culture pie charts, and a working close button. 

· the topbar, with its behaviour script covering the player country’s flag and 
name, the current date and game speed/pause icon, and working pause/
unpause and speed control buttons. 

This system generates and combines              
together the component pieces of a tree of 
UI elements, including loading textures, 
positioning elements relative to their            
parents and anchor points, and providing 
custom control functions for special             
elements like pie charts and masked flags. 
However, rather than being defined in text 
files with the layout, the UI’s behaviour is 
hardcoded in Victoria II. This means that 
for every UI panel we must write a                
control script that handles everything 
from setting label text to handling button 
presses, from updating progress bars to 
generating and arranging icon lists (e.g. 
cores and modifiers) - in short, all game 
data outputs, player inputs, and general 
UI state/visibility handling. 
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These UI panels have acted as “pipe-cleaners”, helping us build and iron out the UI 
generation system and behaviour script API around them. We will now be shifting 
focus to continuing the implementation of Victoria II’s UI, in particular anything 
which displays the game state data we had been focusing on loading up until now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mapmodes 

Separate from the GUI/GFX file based UI work, we have also made some improve-
ments to the map and mapmodes: 

The terrain map has better colour tinting (previously it was tinted with a uniform 
shade of green/blue across all land/water), making terrain type transitions smoother, 
providing more variety across geographical regions, and, in the case of water tinting, 
improving the look of coastlines. 

Support has been added for stripped province shading, currently used by the culture 
and religion mapmodes to display second largest cultures/religions which still             
represent over a third of the province’s population. 
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Dataloading 

Over the last few months there's been a continuous effort to load Victoria II files 
(and mods too!) in a forward-facing and moddable manner. At this time, we’re on 
the tail-end of the dataloading chapter of OpenVic’s development, with only a few 
minor files left to load. It’s been a massive amount of work and will undergird the 
entire rest of the game, with everything that is to come building on top of this            
carefully crafted foundation. For those interested, here’s a high level list of what 
OpenVic currently loads from Victoria II defines files: 

The Map 

· Provinces 

· Province history (owner, RGO, buildings) 

· States & Regions 

· Terrain types 

· Adjacencies (Normal, Impassable, Canals & Straits) 

· Province Model Positions 

POPs 

· POP Types 

· Cultures 

· Religions 

· POP history 

Countries 

· General history info (primary/accepted cultures, cap-
ital province, political parties) 

· Starting Alliances, Subjects, & Wars 

· Starting Armies & Navies 

· National Foci 

Economy 

· Buildings 

· Goods 

· Production Types (Factories) 

· Technologies 

· Crimes 
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With so much work now complete, we’re in a strong position to start Dev Cycle 5, 
which should bring plenty of pretty pictures for us to show off, as well as time to 
pick up some more team members to help out with the UI and simulation - so if 
you’re interested and familiar with C++ or Godot, make sure you apply! 

 

 

 

 

Politics 

· Ideologies 

· Issues & Reforms 

· Government Types 

· National Values 

Military 

· Units (Infantry, Guards, Hussars, Cruisers, etc) 

· Leader Traits 

· Casus Belli 

Miscellaneous  

· Lua Defines 

· Modifiers 

· UI (GUI + GFX file loading) 

· Bookmarks/Alternate Start Dates 
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Testing 

Another area we have put a lot of work into is testing, both manual and automated. 
We’ve added basic automated testing, and it’s been a lifesaver when checking our 
dataloading code against Victoria II & mod files, replacing manually checking our 
dataloading code against what we expect from Victoria II’s assets. We hope soon to 
utilise a dedicated, redistributable OpenVic testing mod/set of defines, rather than 
local copies of the game, which will help with automatic cross-platform tests. 

 

Project Goals 

Moving on, I think it's important to reiterate our main goals for this project as it 
gives you a good indicator of what we’re aiming for and what we are likely to be 
working on in the near future. As we continue to work on the project we have found 
the need to readjust and specify exactly what we intend to do - both for your sake 
and ours. Over the past few months we have fine-tuned and focused our scope            
towards two separate goals. 
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Compatibility mode will load files from a local and legal copy of Victoria II. 
Through this, OpenVic will provide an experience as close as possible to the                 
original Victoria II game. Compatibility mode will also have the ability to load            
Victoria II mods, just the same as the original game. To make it abundantly clear, 
every mod that works in Victoria II will work in OpenVic no changes, no                     
compatibility patches, just plug & play. 
 
Out of the Box mode will, on the other hand, use completely original assets and 
events inspired by the original Victoria II experience. The major difference is that 
they are not Victoria II-derived, and so will deviate significantly in specifics, while 
staying similar overall due to being based off of the same historical record. We aim 
to exceed this experience with higher quality and fidelity assets, modernising the 
Victoria experience while staying true to the original’s look and feel. 

 

Initially, the vast majority of our efforts will be focused on Compatibility Mode. 
This is because attempting to juggle both goals at the same time is a good way to get 
neither done.  

 

However, once we get to a stage where Compatibility Mode is functional, we can 
then bring the knowledge and experience gained from implementing it to                    
confidently develop the best game we can for Out of the Box Mode, bringing on 
further improvements to the Victoria experience which we previously could only 
have dreamt of. Here, we will be very excited to showcase our improved custom 
graphics and artwork, as well as explore new mechanics and algorithms. All very 
lofty stuff. 

 

On a more sombre note, our community manager, Catylist, has taken the difficult 
decision to step back from the project. As one of its leaders, Catylist has been with 
us since the project’s inception and has been instrumental in building the                     
organisation and infrastructure setup which will see us right through to completion. 
Thanks to him we have an active and thriving community whose support we are in-
credibly thankful for.  
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As ever, thanks again for            
following our motley project 

and see you in the next one! 

 

The OpenVic Team 


